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We report a degeneracy between the gravitational-wave signals from quasi-circular precessing
black-hole mergers and those from extremely eccentric mergers, namely head-on collisions. Perform-
ing model selection on numerically simulated signals of head-on collisions using models for quasi-
circular binaries we find that, for signal-to-noise ratios of 15 and 25, typical of Advanced LIGO obser-
vations, head-on mergers with respective total masses of M ∈ (125, 300)M� and M ∈ (200, 440)M�
would be identified as precessing quasi-circular intermediate-mass black hole binaries, located at a
much larger distance. Ruling out the head-on scenario would require to perform model selection
using currently nonexistent waveform models for head-on collisions, together with the application
of astrophysically motivated priors on the (rare) occurrence of those events. We show that in
situations where standard parameter inference of compact binaries may report component masses
inside (outside) the pair-instability supernova gap, the true object may be a head-on merger with
masses outside (inside) this gap. We briefly discuss the potential implications of these findings for
GW190521, which we analyse in detail in [1].

Introduction.– To date, the Advanced LIGO-Virgo
gravitational-wave (GW) detector network [2, 3] has con-
firmed the observation of fifteen compact binary mergers
[4–14]. Some of these represent milestones for GW as-
tronomy and science itself. The events GW150914 [4] and
GW170817 [11] represented the first observation of a bi-
nary black hole (BBH) merger and a binary neutron star
(BNS) merger, respectively, while the event GW190814
might be the first observation of a NS-BH merger [15].
Recently, LIGO-Virgo announced GW190521, a short
signal consistent with the merger of two massive BHs in a
quasi-circular orbit with signatures of orbital precession,
at a distance of dL ' 5 Gpc, producing the first con-
clusively observed intermediate-mass BH (IMBH) with a
mass of ' 142M� [13, 14].

The most massive component of GW190521 convinc-
ingly populates the pair-instability supernova (PISN)
mass gap (∼ 65 − 130M�) predicted from stellar evo-
lution of very massive, low-metallicity stars [16]. Forma-
tion channels for BHs in the mass gap and above have
been invoked in connection with PISN and pulsational
PISN of progenitors with massive CO cores [17, 18] (see
[19–21] for alternative proposals). Regardless of their for-
mation, such collisions are the loudest sources for current
detectors [22] and, as exemplified by GW190521, lead to
remnant BH masses in the lower end of the IMBH range

∼ 100− 250M�.

q = m1/m2 a1 a2 D(M) ered
1 ered

2 afin Mfin/Mini

1 0.58 0.58 2.34 0.14 0.14 0.35 0.999
2 0.60 0.56 2.34 0.09 0.20 0.39 0.999
3 0.61 0.55 2.34 0.06 0.23 0.43 0.999
1 0.00 0.00 2.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.999

TABLE I. Parameters of our head-on collision simulations:
mass ratio (q), spins (ai), separation (D), residual eccentrici-
ties (ered

i ), final spin afin, and mass loss (Mfin/Mini).

Due to the low frequency of such signals only the
merger and ringdown portions yield significant power in
the detector sensitive band, leaving a barely observable
inspiral. If the latter were completely out of band, it
might be impossible to determine the formation channel
of the remnant, making it unsafe to assume a standard
quasi-circular BBH origin. If, however, a few inspiral
cycles are visible in band, it may still be possible to
determine this origin. For instance, such cycles would
be strong for a non-precessing BBH while the modu-
lations induced by a strongly precessing orbital plane
can significantly suppress the inspiral right before merger
[23, 24] causing a characteristic sine-Gaussian morphol-
ogy. There are, however, alternative situations that may
lead to such sine-Gaussian waveform, like hyperbolic en-
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FIG. 1. Spectra and strain of HOCs and quasi-circular BBH mergers. Top: Amplitude of the Fourier transform of a q = 2 HOC
injection (red) with varying total mass, together with that of the best-matching posterior samples for aligned-spin (green) and
precessing (blue) quasi-circular binaries. Bottom: Corresponding strains band-passed between the lower and upper frequency
cutoffs of our analysis f ∈ [20, 512] Hz.

counters [25] and, as we will discuss, highly eccentric
mergers [26–28].

Standard parameter estimation of LIGO-Virgo sig-
nals implements waveform templates for quasi-circular
BBH mergers with negligible eccentricity. In this Let-
ter we investigate whether similarities in the waveform
morphology may lead to a confusion between precess-
ing and extremely eccentric BBH mergers (head-on colli-
sions; HOCs), discussing the astrophysical implications.
We estimate the mass range and signal loudness in which
such confusion might occur. We show that for masses
M ∈ (125, 300)M� and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) typ-
ical among current observations, precessing BBH wave-
forms can be confused with those from HOCs, producing
a large over-estimation of the distance and a consequent
under-estimation of the source-frame mass. Therefore, a
HOC in this mass range could be genuinely identified as
a precessing IMBH binary if only a quasi-circular merger
scenario were considered. Remarkably, we find that if the
HOC components are outside the PISN gap, parameter
estimation with BBH waveforms may place one of the
two masses inside it, reporting an apparent violation of
the PISN gap.

Results.– We perform Bayesian parameter estima-
tion and model selection using the software Bilby [29, 30]
on the numerically simulated signals from the HOC
sources reported in Table I. We scale these to total-
masses in the range M ∈ [100, 700]M�. We anal-

yse these signals with two waveform models for pre-
cessing and non-precessing BBHs respectively known as
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FIG. 2. LogEvidence log βBBH,IMRPhenomPv2
BBH,IMRPhenomD (solid) and

log βHOC
BBH,IMRPhenomPv2 (dashed) as a function of total source-frame

mass and optimal SNR ρopt of the injected HOC signal (15-25
for orange-blue), for the q = 2 case of Table I. The black and
grey dotted lines denote the FF of the BBH models to our
injection. The shaded regions denote the mass ranges where
the HOC signal would be confused with a precessing BBH.
Almost identical results are obtained for all of our simula-
tions.
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FIG. 3. Parameter recovery for our spinning q = 1 HOC injec-
tion using the quasi-circular precessing model IMRPhenomPv2.
True values are indicated by blue (ρopt = 15) and orange (25)
vertical lines.

IMRPhenomPv2 and IMRPhenomD [31–34]. We place our
HOC sources face-on (with the final-spin parallel to the
line-of-sight), at two distances leading to a signal loud-
ness (commonly denoted “optimal SNR”, ρopt) typical
among LIGO-Virgo observations, namely ρopt = 15 and
25. We consider a single Advanced LIGO detector work-
ing at design sensitivity [35] with a lower frequency cutoff
of 20 Hz. We sample the parameter space fixing the sky-
location to the true one and placing standard priors on
all other parameters. For an in-depth description of the
analysis setup please see the Supplementary Material.

Figure 1 shows the spectra of selected q = 2 HOC
injections together with the best fitting waveforms re-
turned by the aligned-spin and precessing BBH models.
The shaded regions of Figure 2 show the mass ranges
where our q = 1 HOCs can be mistaken by an appar-
ently precessing BBH. First, solid lines show the ratio
of the Bayesian (natural)log-evidence for precessing vs.
aligned-spin, log βIMRPhenomPIMRPhenomD , as a function of the detector-
frame total mass of the HOC and the optimal SNR of the

signal. Values log βIMRPhenomPIMRPhenomD > 5 indicate a strong prefer-
ence for a precessing BBH. Second, dotted lines show the
fraction of SNR that the BBH models can recover from
the HOC signal, or Fitting Factor (FF) [36]. FFs near
unity indicate that the HOC signal would be perfectly
fitted. Conversely, a low FF indicates that the BBH
waveforms cannot fit the HOC signal, leaving significant
signal residuals that would allow to discard the BBH na-
ture of the source. Finally, using the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) [37, 38] we can estimate log βHOCIMRPhenomP

as AIC/2 = ρ2
opt(1 − FF 2)/2, shown in dashed lines.

Therefore, we delimit the shaded regions of Fig. 2 by
log βIMRPhenomPIMRPhenomD > 5 and log βHOCIMRPhenomP < 5.

At the low-mass end (see Fig. 1, left panels) when the
full HOC signal is in band, none of the BBH models fits
the data well, yielding poor FFs and log βHOCIMRPhenomP > 5.
For IMRPhenomD, the presence of strong inspiral cycles
in the detector band prevents to mimic the absence of
cycles in the HOC case. Similarly, for IMRPhenomPv2, the
suppression of the inspiral right before merger is preceded
by unsuppressed cycles visible in band.

At the high-mass end (Fig. 1, right panels) only the
late ringdown HOC signal is in band, both BBH models
fit the injection with very high precision (FF ' 1) and
no preference for any model is observed (log β < 5).

As the source mass decreases, details of the early ring-
down and merger signal that contain information about
the HOC origin of the remnant become visible in band.
While IMRPhenomD cannot mimic these details (see the
fast decrease of its FF) IMRPhenomPv2 fits the HOC sig-
nal perfectly down to 300M�, i.e. with FF=1. This leads
to an increasing preference for IMRPhenomPv2 for decreas-
ing mass and increasing signal loudness.

For intermediate masses we find a mass range in which
IMRPhenomPv2 large FFs while IMRPhenomD yields much
lower values. The reason is that the strong modula-
tion induced by precession suppresses the inspiral cy-
cles before merger while, unlike for lower masses, the
earlier inspiral lays out of band, perfectly mimicking
the absence of inspiral cycles that characterises HOCs
(Fig. 1, central panels). This causes a strong preference
for a precessing vs. aligned-spin BBH model, indicated
by log βIMRPhenomPIMRPhenomD > 5, accompanied by no strong prefer-
ence for the HOC model, log βHOCIMRPhenomP < 5. For SNR
' 15(25) this happens when the total source-frame mass
is within M ∈ (125, 300)M� ((200, 440)M�) (orange and
blue regions of Fig. 2).

Figure 3 shows posterior parameter distributions for
our spinning equal-mass HOC in Table I, analysed with
IMRPhenomPv2. We consider ρopt = 15 (blue) and 25
(orange) and a total mass of 250M� in the detector-
frame. The BBH model tries to mimic the HOC sig-
nal by preferring a strongly precessing BBH (as indi-
cated by the spin-precession parameter χp, zero for non-
precessing systems [31, 39]). The posterior distribution
of the primary spin hits the upper prior boundary. In
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FIG. 4. Parameter recovery for our spinning q = 1 HOC injection, varying the total mass, and using the IMRPhenomPv2 model
for ρopt = 15 (blue) and 25 (orange). The shaded contours represent 90% confidence intervals. For the luminosity distance the
dashed lines represent the true values of the injection.

addition, because BBH mergers are much louder than
HOCs, the BBH model overestimates the source distance.
This, together with fair estimates of the detector-frame
mass Mdet, leads to underestimated source-frame masses,
Msource = Mdet/(1 + z). Moreover, the large mass ratio
q and the negative effective-spin χeff

1, indicate that the
BBH model tries to shorten the waveform as much as
possible, to leave the low-frequency inspiral out of the
detector band. The negative χeff is also a consequence of
the low final spin of our binaries (see Table I) which the
BBH model reproduces by anti-aligning the spins with
the orbital angular momentum.

Figure 4 shows our posterior 90% confidence intervals
on several parameters for cases with source-frame
masses ∼ (100 − 650)M�. At low masses, results are
consistent with the ones previously described. For the
largest masses, when only the ringdown is in band,
the estimated detector-frame total mass is slightly
overestimated. The reason is that the BBH model tries
to obtain the same remnant BH mass as the HOC. Since
BBHs are more luminous, this requires a larger initial
mass. Interestingly, the distance and detector-frame
mass estimates combine to yield non-biased estimates of
the detector-frame mass, despite a slight deviation of the
median estimates toward lower values. Together with a

1 χeff =
m1χ

‖
1+m2χ

‖
2

m1+m2
, with χ

‖
i being the component of the i-th

spin along the orbital angular momentum

bias to large mass ratios, this leads to wrong estimates
of the individual masses, whose implications we discuss
next. These findings hold for all HOC models in Table I.

Astrophysical implications.– Figure 5 shows
90% confidence intervals for the total mass and sec-
ondary source-frame mass of an equal-mass HOC, using
IMRPhenomPv2. Both are biased to lower values which
has two main consequences.

First, for ρopt = 15, HOCs with Msource < 120M�
would have non-zero support for total measured masses
below 100M�, preventing a conclusive detection of a
remnant IMBH. However, in this range, BBH waveforms
would not fit HOC ones (see Figs. 1 and 2) making the
BBH nature of the source easy to discard. Therefore, the
measurement of an IMBH is robust against the bias we
describe.

Second, for certain component-mass range outside (in-
side) the PISN gap, precessing waveforms may report
secondary mass estimates inside (outside) the gap. In
particular, for an equal-mass HOC with m1,source =
m2,source ∈ (130, 200)M� (above the gap) we recover
posterior distributions for m2 with strong support within
the PISN gap. Since in this region log βHOCIMRPhenomP < 5,
one cannot discard the BBH nature of the source in a
straightforward way. Yet, a strong preference for preces-
sion shall be flagged as a symptom that the source may be
a HOC with masses outside the gap. For larger masses,
for which such preference would not occur (grey regions
in Fig. 5) no such diagnose would be possible. Finally,
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when the source masses are in the interval (65, 130)M�
(within the PISN gap), IMRPhenomPv2 reports a sec-
ondary mass with no support within the gap.

Conclusions.– GW signals from head-on BH col-
lisions (HOCs) can be confused with those emitted by
precessing quasi-circular BBH mergers. For a SNR=15,
similar to that of GW190521, this confusion happens
for HOC masses M ∈ (125, 300)M�. In this interval,
the absence of inspiral cycles characteristic of HOCs can
be mimicked by the suppression of signal power before
merger induced by orbital precession. Therefore, discern-
ing between head-on and precessing scenarios would only
be possible via model selection with currently unavail-
able models for HOCs and the placement of appropriate
priors on the astrophysical probability of such collisions.
The confusion brings significant biases in the source pa-
rameters. HOCs in the IMBH range can be mistaken
for highly precessing IMBH ones at a much larger dis-
tance, causing an underestimation of the source-frame
mass by 10–20%, consequently biasing the component
masses. HOCs with component masses outside (inside)
the PISN mass gap may be misinterpreted as BBHs with
a component mass inside (outside) the gap, leading to a
fake violation (compliance) of the PISN gap.

The recent GW observation GW190521 [13, 14] is a
short signal with signatures of precession and a compo-
nent BH in the PISN gap. Our results suggest that it
may admit a head-on (or extremely eccentric) BBH in-
terpretation, as shown by [1, 38, 40] after the release of
this work. However, HOCs are not only much rarer than
quasi-circular mergers but would be further disfavoured
if an uniform distribution of sources in the Universe is
assumed, due to their intrinsic weakness. Additionally,

the remnant of GW150921 has a spin af = 0.72+0.10
−0.11, very

difficult to obtain through HOCs of low mass-ratio. Nev-
ertheless, given the recent claim of an associated electro-
magnetic counterpart to GW190521 located at a much
shorter distance than estimated by quasi-circular BBH
models [41], our results suggest that a highly eccentric
merger (if not necessarily head-on) may reconcile both
distance estimates, as later shown by [38].

Finally, in [1] we analyse in detail public GW190521
data [42] in the HOC scenario, showing that while being
only marginally consistent with black-hole HOC, it is
highly consistent with that of horizonless objects known
as Proca stars [43].
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Analysis Details. We perform parameter estima-
tion on a family of numerically simulated signals from
HOCs using two phenomenological waveform models for
the inspiral-merger-ringdown of precessing and aligned-
spin BBHs, respectively known as IMRPhenomPv2 and
IMRPhenomD [31–34] 2 and the parameter-estimation
code Bilby [29, 30]. The numerical simulations of the
HOCs and the GW extraction are performed with the
Einstein Toolkit [45–47] using the Cactus framework
with mesh refinement. The HOC initial data (see Table
I in the main text) are obtained from the TwoPunctures

thorn [48] and we use the MacLachlan code [49] to solve
Einstein’s equations. Examples of the HOC trajectories
and an illustrative GW strain signal are shown in the
top panel of Fig. 6.

Our HOCs cover the total redshifted (detector-frame)
mass range M ∈ [100, 700]M� related to the source-
frame mass by M = (1 + z)Msource, with z the redshift.
While the BBH emission is dominated by the quadrupole
(`,m) = (2,±2) modes [50–52], both the (`,m) = (2,±2)
and (`,m) = (2,±0) are co-dominant for HOCs (see Fig.
6). We choose a face-on source so that the HOC emis-
sion only includes the (2, 2) mode, minimising waveform
systematics.

We inject simulated signals from HOCs in zero noise.
We use the standard likelihood for GW transients [53, 54]

logL(θ|d) = −(d− h(θ)|d− h(θ))/2. (1)

Here, d denotes our injection, h(θ) a BBH template h
with source parameters θ, and (a|b) the noise-weighted
inner product [55],

(a|b) = 4<
∫
ã(f)b̃∗(f)

Sn(f)
df, (2)

where Sn(f) is the one-sided power spectral density of the
detector. We consider a single Advanced LIGO detector
working at design sensitivity [35] with a lower frequency

2 We also performed another analysis using the model NRSur7dq4
[44]. However, this is limited to mass ratios q ≤ 4, which caused
our posteriors to rail against this limit.
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cutoff of 20Hz. We characterise the loudness of our in-
jections by the optimal SNR, ρopt = (h|h)1/2, inversely
proportional to the luminosity distance DL.

We draw our attention to two main figures of merit:
The first one is the ratio of the Bayesian evidence
B for our precessing and non-precessing BBH models,
log β = logB(χp) − logB(χp = 0). To compute the
Bayesian evidence, we place flat priors on the detector-
frame total mass and mass ratio parameters with ranges
Mtot ∈ [10, 1000]M� and q ∈ [1, 5] and a spin prior with
components uniformly distributed on the sphere. We use
a prior on distance uniform in co-moving volume, a stan-
dard, isotropic prior on source orientation and fix the
sky-location to the true one. The second figure of merit
is the fitting factor (FF) [36] between the HOC waveforms
and our BBH waveform models. We compute the FF as
the fraction of SNR that the maximum likelihood (best
fitting) template can recover from our injection with, us-
ing ρopt = 100.
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FIG. 7. Gravitational waveform of an equal-mass HOC ex-
tracted at r = 50M (top panel) and at r = 150M (bottom
panel) with three different resolutions, expressed in terms of
the Newman-Penrose scalar Ψ4. We show the quadrupole
(2, 2)-mode, which dominates the face-on emission.

A low FF indicates that the models miss an important
fraction of the signal, leaving significant residuals in
the data that would reveal that the signal is not a
BBH. Instead, a large FF indicates that the signal
is well reproduced by the BBH models and could
be confused with a BBH. To determine if such con-
fusion is possible, we estimate the log β for HOC
vs. recession. In the absence of a continuous HOC
waveform model that allows us to perform parameter
inference, we estimate the relative Bayes Factor via the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), given by AIC=
2 logLHOCmax − 2 logLIMRPhenomPmax − 2∆N = 2 log βHOCIMRPhenomP,
where ∆N would denote the extra number of degrees of
freedom of IMRPhenomP, which we set to zero. Because
logLmax = −ρ2

opt(1− FF 2)/2 and for HOC, FFHOC = 1,
we obtain log βHOCIMRPhenomP = ρ2

opt(1 − FF 2
IMRPhenomP)/2. We

consier that a HOC can be confused with a Precessing
BBH a if log βHOCBBH,Precession ≤ 5.

Observability of head-on black-hole mergers.
The bottom panel of Fig. 6 shows the distance at which

three of HOC simulations yield ρopt ≥ 12 across the
Advanced LIGO-Virgo network working at its design
sensitivity after averaging over inclination, sky-location,
and polarisation angles. These distances are within
reach of current BBH observations, so that these sources
can in principle be detected.
While less likely than quasi-circular mergers, HOCs
may arise as the result of hierarchical BH mergers
[26, 27] and via gravitational-wave capture [28]. We
also note that near-HOC mergers may occur in reso-
nant interactions between single and BBH, especially
between two BBHs, as discussed in [56]. Through
scattering experiments of BBH interactions [56] found
that highly eccentric binaries can form within the
sensitivity range of Advanced LIGO and Advanced
Virgo. The initial eccentricity of those binaries is close
to unity (i.e. nearly head-on) and the mergers typically
occur within a second after the system becomes unbound.

Robustness against numerical simulations set-
tings. In this section we briefly discuss the accuracy
of our numerical simulations and the robustness of our
results. Head-on mergers of black holes are among the
most studied examples of numerical evolutions of space-
times. A convergence analysis of the Einstein Toolkit

evolving binary BH mergers can be found in [45]. We
show in Fig. 7, the gravitational waveform extracted
from a HOC simulation for five different resolutions, ex-
tracted at two different radii, namely r = 50M (top) and
r = 150M (bottom). We find between third and fourth
order convergence with increasing resolution. Two main
aspects can be noticed in this figure. First, it is clear
that all resolution levels lead to the same waveform for
the case of r = 50M . However, it can also be noticed
that for both extraction radii, a small amount of junk
radiation [57] is present before the true waveform starts,
and that this happens closer to the true waveform in the
r = 50M case than it does for r = 150M . Therefore,
using waveforms extracted at r = 150M ensures that
the junk radiation happens early enough that we can
cut the waveforms in a way that we safely separate the
junk radiation from the true emission. The bottom
panel shows, however, that in this case the result is
significantly more sensitive to the numerical resolution.
This is even more visible in Fig. 8, where we show
the corresponding Fourier transforms for the r = 150
cases. Here, a clear evolution of the ringdown (peak)
frequency can be observed. Note, however, that our
highest “very-high” resolution waveform is equivalent to
the corresponding, well converged, waveform extracted
at r = 50M .

Given the rather strong dependence of the wave-
forms extracted at r = 150M on the resolution of our
simulations, it is important to ensure that our results
in the main text, which make use the second highest
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Parameter High-res (main text) Very-high-res

Red-shifted total mass 246+15
−12 M� 237+14

−11 M�

Source-frame total mass 204+11
−9 M� 199+13

−9 M�

Luminosity distance 1034+127
−157 Mpc 955+120

−150 Mpc

Mass ratio 3.70+0.61
−0.50 3.86+0.60

−0.59

Effective spin χeff −0.46+0.10
−0.11 −0.50+0.11

−0.07

Effective precession spin χp 0.37+0.13
−0.10 0.30+0.14

−0.09

TABLE II. Median values and symmetric 68% credible inter-
vals recovered for our numerically simulated q = 1 spinning
HOC injection in Fig. 3 of the main text, for the case of
optimal SNR ρopt = 25, at two different resolutions of our
numerical simulation. These are labeled as “high-res”, which
is used in the main text, and “very-high-res”, which we use
for cross-check. We obtain results consistent at the 68% level,
i.e., at the ' 1σ level.

“high” resolution, are not affected by this choice. To
this end, we repeat our analysis using the “very-high”
resolution waveform and compare the results with those
obtained for the “high” resolution case. Table I shows
the posterior median values and symmetric 68% credible
intervals obtained for our spinning q = 1 injection, for a
total source-frame mass of M = 250M� and scaled to
an optimal SNR of ρopt = 25, for the “high” resolution
used in the main text (Fig. 3) and for “very-high”
resolution. The results obtained are all fully consistent
at the 68% level, .i.e., within 1σ. We therefore conclude
that although precision studies assuming very high SNR
observations should make use of the highest resolution
waveforms, our results are not affected by the numerical
resolution of our waveforms.

Unequal-mass results. In Fig. 9 we reproduce Fig.
5 in the main text for the case of our mass-ratio q = 2
head-on collision. First, note that the same qualitative
phenomenology observed for q = 1 in Fig. 5 of the main
text is present: the left panel shows that for certain range
of masses, the lightest black hole of a head-on merger,
with mass m2,source inside (outside) the PISN gap, would
be interpreted as a black hole with significant support
outside (inside) the PISN gap if the signal is analysed
using a quasi-circular BBH model. The exact ranges for
m2,source in which these situations occur differ from those
of Fig. 5 in the main text due to the different mass ratio
of the simulation. As in the main text, the right panel
shows that for masses below ' 120M�, a remnant IMBH
may not be interpreted as such if a quasi-circular BBH
origin is assumed, but that comparison with HOC signals
would reveal the HOC nauture of the source. Therefore,
the IMBH interpretation remains safe.
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f[1/M]
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×10 3
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High Res. (This Work)
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FIG. 8. The Newmann-Penrose scalar Ψ4, expressed in the
Fourier domain, for the three q = 1 HOCs shown in the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 7, in which waveforms are extracted at
a radius of r = 150M . A clear evolution in the ringdown
frequency (at peak) can be noticed as the resolution level
increases. The top resolution waveform coincides with that
extracted at r = 50M , for which waveforms for all resolutions
are equal (see Fig.7, top panel). Unlike common practice, we
show a linear version of this plot instead of a logarithmic one
so that the mentioned difference can be easily noticed.
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